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1: Bullet Points: A review of The Missing Pieces by Henri Lefebvre - 3:AM Magazine
Stack Exchange Network. Stack Exchange network consists of Q&A communities including Stack Overflow, the largest,
most trusted online community for developers to learn, share their knowledge, and build their careers.

Out of the nothing at the left hand margin of page 7 leaps: Mainly these are people, texts, scores, films,
choreographies, and other art projects â€” individuals, capacities, and works conceived, begun, perhaps even
completed, but no longer extant. As you will see, the range of items which make up The Missing Pieces can
make even an erudite reader anxious that they do not read enough: Take, for example, a catalog of artists on
hiatus: Lefebvre collects and collates perfectly immaterial materials, losses strung in the perfect order, along a
page-long wire. The first syntactical challenge is less constraining, and less difficult to master, due to the sheer
volume of the poem. Lefebvre has composed discrete, brief prose passages, some of which record the losses of
several items, or persons, or chances, that the reader of The Missing Pieces is gradually instructed, by his work
with each concise segment, in how to make sense of the poem. Carefully tuning himself to the variations and
repetitions in the kinds of pieces Lefebvre presents, the reader comes to feel, and perhaps to understand
intellectually, the bittersweet music of aggregated absences. Sometimes a given piece misfires. Even if it is
grammatically correct, for example, the seven consecutive modifier-noun phrases in the bulletin below also
acts to deaden it: By contrast, the accumulated losses recorded by Lefebvre point the reader toward the human
condition. Perhaps for Lefebvre, then, style is not the point. Perhaps the marking of a loss reduces, somehow,
its degree. His book asks us to attend to his list of pieces and to imagine how our lives have been altered by
what we no longer have the opportunity to know, read, see, hear, or touch; his project does not call for
tormenting sentences into arabesques to indicate the quality of that alteration. The book was given to me by a
friend who had assumed it was written by the famous French philosopher and sociologist. Well, my reading of
The Missing Pieces has turned up four auto-references there may be more , none of which help very much in
drawing a picture of the author, and one of which points to his famous Marxist namesake: Only in English is
waiter so close to writer. One of the compelling mysteries of The Missing Pieces is framed by the question: If
shrinkage-control or hypothetical taxonomy is its mode, the ground of his prose poem is a vast treasure-hoard
of culture that is not lost. Readers determined to find more of what is missing in The Missing Pieces will
complain that Lefebvre would preserve the memory of too many long-dead white males and their works, and it
is true that the book is easily misread as a one-man wiki of already-immortals. Yet even such readers may find
it humbling to encounter so many artists and works for the first time. Staying oblivion for the pieces he has
chosen to include, Lefebvre demonstrates one way to stay oblivion for any text or project or person. As we all
know, to curateâ€”to include a person or thing in a list or collectionâ€”is to care. He teaches at Emory
University. First published in 3: Wednesday, January 28th,
2: Word Bullets don't appear when creating bullet list - Super User
When you have a floated left element (such as an image) and then have a list wrapping round it, you'll find that the bullet
points have a horrible tendency to disappear or overprint on the image, depending on your web browser.

3: Bullets Not Working After Upgrade to
Hello, I'm using the Page Builder, and the visual editor widget in a row, after making a list, when previewing or even
updating the page, there is not bullet points, and it's rather a list of text, not separated.

4: Disappearing/glitching bullets - Microsoft Community
Hello, I have placed text from a word document, containing a list with bullets. When placed in the indesign document,
instead of bullets, I see little squares, like it cannot show the bullets, because they are missing symbols.
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5: Problem with missing bullets | Adobe Community
missing bullet points print to PDF There are still substantial issues with printing to PDF. While the font size is ok now, it
only prints a fraction of my bullet points.

6: How to Add a Bullet in InDesign: 6 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Hi Karthikeyan, I have tried your code and it works as intended - the bullet points are present. They are present when I
set padding to the whole unordered list and as well when I set the padding to the list items.

7: Missing Bullet Points | PC Review
Hi, On two of my machines I seem to have lost bullet points from all PP documents and from the bullet point list. PP The
same presentation is.

8: Word document losing its heading numbers and bullet points
When the bullets are "missing", I can highlight the text and the bullet icon in the ribbon is highlighted, indicating it
recognizes the the format. I can do any number of text edits, like select the text and select "Bold" and the bullet will
"magically" reappear, and even stay bulleted when I unbold the text again, until the next time it.

9: Missing Bullet Points - CSS Discuss
The reason for a missing bullet symbol could be a damaged font. However, you should really set up your bulleted list as
a paragraph style. That is the only way to ensure that formatting is consistent.
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